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Juniper Networks Field Guide and ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2002
Juniper Networks® creates and deploys high-performance routing platforms used by many of the world's largest service providers. Written by the leading experts and technical writers at Juniper Networks, the Juniper Networks® Field Guide and Reference is the definitive practical guide and reference to Juniper...
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Resilience and Reliability on AWSO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Cloud services are just as susceptible to network outages as any other platform. This concise book shows you how to prepare for potentially devastating interruptions by building your own resilient and reliable applications in the public cloud. Guided by engineers from 9apps—an independent provider of Amazon Web Services and...
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Eric Sink on the Business of SoftwareApress, 2006
Even my founding of SourceGear was mostly unintentional. I quit my job at Spyglass and created a company that I never intended to grow. I merely wanted to work solo as a programmer doing projects on contract. Nine years later I find myself working in a real company with employees and a phone system. Everything that happened between then and now is...
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Understanding IBM Workplace Strategy and Products: Featuring Lotus WorkplaceMaximum Press, 2005
IBM's vision for the future of collaborative computing is realized in this guide to implementing the IBM Workplace for IT managers. An overview of the key product lines that implement the IBM Workplace vision, including Lotus Workplace, WebSphere Portal, Lotus Notes and Domino, and WebSphere Everyplace is also provided. 

The purchase of...
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Managing IP Networks with Cisco RoutersO'Reilly, 1997

	
		Routers are the glue that connects the pieces of your network. Even in the simplest networks, this isn't a simple task. Routers have evolved into highly specialized computing platforms, with extremely flexible but complex capabilities.Managing IP Networks with Cisco Routers is a practical guide to setting up and...
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Wild Bill: The True Story of the American Frontier's First GunfighterSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		The definitive true story of Wild Bill, the first lawman of the Wild West, by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dodge City.

		

		In July 1865, "Wild Bill" Hickok shot and killed Davis Tutt in Springfield, MO?the first quick-draw duel on the frontier....
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Routing TCP/IP Volume I (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 1998
CCIE Professional Development: Routing  TCP/IP, Volume 1 takes you from a basic understanding of routers and  routing protocols through a detailed examination of each of the IP interior  routing protocols: RIP, RIP2, IGRP, EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS. In addition to  specific protocols, important...
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EIGRP Network Design Solutions: The Definitive Resource for EIGRP Design, Deployment, and OperationCisco Press, 2000
EIGRP Network Design Solutions provides readers with in-depth knowledge of EIGRP, the Cisco routing protocol that runs many large enterprise and service provider networks.  It covers the theory of EIGRP, network design issues, configuration of EIGRP on Cisco IOS routers, and detailed troubleshooting information.  Case studies and configuration...
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OSPF Network Design Solutions (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2003
The comprehensive reference for OSPF network design and deployment

* Understand the full dynamics of OSPF network components, how they interact with one another, and how to configure them
* Increase the efficiency of your OSPF network through a variety of performance tuning techniques
* Apply load balancing to enhance OSPF's...
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Copy, Rip, Burn: The Politics of Copyleft and Open SourcePluto Press, 2008
From downloading music and movies to accessing free software, digital media is forcing us to rethink the very idea of intellectual property. 


While big companies complain about lost profits, the individual has never enjoyed such freedom and autonomy.
 
Berry explores this debate in a concise way, offering an ideal...
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